FORMS

FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT (SMALL PREMISES)

Note : This assessment must be carried out by a competent person
PART

A -INTRODUCTION

Company Name:
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Address of Property:
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Person recording the Assessment:
Date:
Review Dates:

Nov' 2.0 ~3

The company will review this assessment annually . If there is reason to suspect that it is no longer valid due to significant
organisational or structural changes, the risk assessment will be renewed .

Description of Premises

Operations or Processes undertaken on the premises:
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PART B -IDENTIFICATION OF FIRE HAZARDS

Sources of Ignition identified
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Sources of Fuel identified

Sources of Oxygen identified

Can any sources of ignition, fuel or oxygen be eliminated or the hazard from them reduced? List any
Actions Identified:
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C -IDENTIFICATION OF PEOPLE AT RISK

Maximum number of employees on the premises at any given time:
Maximum number of other people on the premises at any given time:
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4

People identified as being especially at risk

emp~YEQ0
Can control measures be introduced to reduce the risk to people who have been identified as being
especially at risk? List any Actions Identified:
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FORMS
Tick as appropriate

Escape lighting:

Yes

N/A

No

V

Is the emergency lighting system in good condition?
Are there sufficient luminaries to allow safe exit from the premises?
Is the emergency lighting system serviced by a competent person at
regular intervals?

\/
\/

Are monthly checks carried out and recorded for each luminaire?
Actions identified:

Fire Fighting Equipment:
Are there sufficient extinguishers of the types required for the premises?

Tick as appropriate

Yes

./

Have employees received extinguisher training?

,/

Are extinguishers serviced at least once per year by a competent person?

\/

Electricity:

V

Tick as appropriate

Yes

Is the electrical system in good cond ition?
\

Are wiring checks up-to-date?
Is there evidence that PAT testing is up-to-date?
Are there any electrical hazards?
Actions identified:

I

JI1 'V

Is the location of extinguishers obvious and can they be easily accessed?

Actions identified:

N/A

No

\/

Is there a fire blanket?

Are monthly in-house checks carried out and recorded for extinguishers?

~

/

No

/

1,/
\/

/

N/A

fORMS
PART

0-

CONTROL MEASURES CHECKLIST
Tick as appropriate

Escape Routes:

Yes

Can all fire exits be opened immed iately and easily?
Do all emergency fastening devices to fire exits (push bars, push pads ,
etc.) work correctly?

No

N/A

/
vi

Are fire doors clear of obstructions (and internal fire doors closed)?

V

Are escape routes clear?

V/

Are escape routes and final exits adequately signed?

/

Are fire door seals and self-closing devices in good condition?

/

I

v/

Are any building repairs required to ensure good compartmentation?
Are external routes clear and safe?

/

Are 6-monthly Evacuation Drills carried out and recorded?

v/

Actions identified:

Tick as appropriate

Fire Warning Systems:

Yes

Is the alarm system in good condition?

\/

Are there sufficient fire call points?

\/

Can the alarm be heard throughout the premises?

\/

Are the sufficient smoke/heat detectors

\/

Is the alarm serviced by a competent person at regular intervals?
Are weekly checks of the alarm system carried out and recorded?
Actions identified:

-
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No

N/A

FORMS
PART E

ACTION PLAN

Action

Critical:
Medium

Delegated
to

Taraet Codina Guidance
I High
I Within One Day
I Within One Month
I Low

Target
Code

Date
Completed

Signature

1 Within One Week
I Within Six Months

FORMS
Tick as appropriate

Gas:

Yes

No

N/A

/

Is regular servicing by a Gas Safe registered contractor up-to-date?

/

Are the isolator valves easily accessible?

/

Are boiler rooms free of stored combustible materials?

.>

Are there any gas-related hazards?
Actions identified:

No Gas

Cf1 Site..
Tick as appropriate

General:
Is someone responsible for fire safety?
Name: PAl It ~6 'X
Is fire safety included in induction training for new starts?
Has a suitable assembly point been identified away from the premises?
Are Fire Action Posters displayed near every call point (or exit)?
Are the premises of a size where the instructions on your Fire Action
Posters are sufficient for the Emergency Plan?
Are all flammable substances safely stored?
Have any other fire hazards been noted during the assessment?
Actions identified:

1.

Yes

N/A

No
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FORMS
GUIDANCE ON COMPLETING FORM

S - 3.16

Part A:
Description of premises : Include whether it is detached, terraced, etc., number of floors and any
features that may affect fire safety. If you only occupy part of the building , you should indicate this.
Operations or processes undertaken on the premises: state general processes e.g. general office
activities, etc., but include any specific processes that would affect fire safety e.g . kitchen activities,
welding operations, etc.

Part B:
Examples of ignition sources include electrical equipment and installations, boilers, heaters , hot
processes (welding, soldering, etc.), cooking equipment, machinery, lighting equipment, naked
flames, etc.
Examples of combustible materials include furniture, fixtures & fittings , textiles, waste products,
paper products, flammable liquids, flammable gases, etc.
Examples of sources of oxygen include oxygen cylinders, mechanical ventilation systems,
oxidising chemicals, etc.

Part c:
Examples of people who may be especially at risk include disabled staff or visitors , people who
work alone or are isolated, people who are unfamiliar with the premises, people who sleep on the
premises, the young, the elderly or the frail, etc.
Where you identify an employee or regular visitor who will require assistance to evacuate the
building, a Personal Emergency Evacuation Plan (PEEP) must be prepared and tailored to the
needs of the disabled person.

Part 0:
Note: The checklist is worded so that if you answer "No" to any question, you should also identify
an "action" that would allow you to answer "yes" at the next review .
Escape Routes
Escape routes should be kept clear of obstructions and stored combustible material.
Escape route signage should incorporate a "running man" pictogram on a green background and
should include the appropriate directiona l arrow.
Final exit signs incorporate a "running man" pictogram on a green background.
Examples of building repairs that may be required to ensure good compartmentation include
sealing holes made through walls or floors made by contractors installing cables , pipes, etc.
Fire Warning Systems
A call point should be accessible on each escape route from the building . They are normally sited
near final exits .
If there is any doubt about whether sounders can be heard in remote places, e.g. cellars, attics,
etc., a test should be carried out to confirm this .
Fire safety can be improved by fitting smoke/heat detectors to give early warning and allow time for
people to evacuate, e.g. on accesses to sleeping accommodation, etc. Other examples of places
where smoke/heat detectors are required are in rooms that have an ignition source but are
infrequently visited, e.g. boiler rooms , kitchens , etc.
Escape Lighting
If there is any doubt about whether there are enough luminaries to allow safe exit during a powercut during the hours of darkness, then a test should be arranged in the premises during the hours
of darkness. (Note: some premises do not require emergency lighting if there is sufficient
"borrowed lighf from street lights, etc.)
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PART F - ASSESSMENT OF FIRE RISK

Fire Hazard: Likelihood
Taking into account the fire prevention measurers observed at the time of this risk assessment it is
considered that the hazard from fire and probability of ignition is:
'
Low

Medium

High

Potential Consequences: Severity
Taking into account the nature of the building and the occupants, as well as the fire protection and
procedural arrangements observed at the time of this risk assessment, it is considered that the
consequences for life safety in the event of fire would be:
Low

I

High

I

Tick as appropriate

Likelihood (L)

Risk Rating Matrix (RR)
Severity (S)

f-------------

Certain or near certain
to occur (High)

Reasonably likely to
occur (Medium)

Unlikely to
occur (Low)

Fatality; major injury or illness
causing long term disability (High)

Injury or illness causing short term
disability (Medium)
Other injury or illness (Low)
By inserting the values for Fire Hazard and Potential Consequences in the above matrix , the Fire
Risk for the premises is:

I INITIAL ASSESSMENT OF OVERALL RISK

Low

I

I MEDIUM I

I HIGH I

I

Signature:

Date:

Fire Risk following completion of Action Plan:

Fire Hazard: Likelihood
Taking into account the fire prevention measurers observed at the time of this risk assessment, it is
considered that the hazard from fire and probability of ignition is:
Low

~

High

Medium

TIck as appropriate

Potential Consequences: Severity
Taking into account the nature of the building and the occupants, as well as the fire protection and
procedural arrangements observed at the time of this risk assessment, it is considered that the
consequences for life safety in the event of fire would be:

I

TIck as appropriate

ReSIDUAL ASSESSMENT OF OVERALL RISK

Date:

I

High

Low

Signature:

Low

MEDIUM

HIGH

FORMS
Emergency Plans are required to deal with any fire situation. In smaller premises the emergency
plan may be no more than a Fire Action poster. In multi-occupied, larger and more complex
premises, the emergency plan will need to be more detailed and compiled only after consultation
with other occupiers and other responsible people, e.g. owners, managers, etc.
Flammable substances must be stored safely. This is normally assured by following the guidance
in the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for the substance.
A space has also been provided for any photographs that might illustrate your areas for actions
identified.

Part E:
The Action Plan should be compiled by copying all actions previously identified in the"Actions
Identified" boxes previously completed . Explanation of "target code" is given at the bottom of the
table.
Part F:
In this form, the Fire Risk is calculated as the product of the "Fire Hazard" (includes the probability
of ignition) and the "Potential Consequences". Having considered your findings in Parts A, S, C &
D, you must firstly assess the Fire Hazard as Low, Medium or High. You must then make a
judgement on what you consider the Potential Consequences to be, i.e. Slight Harm, Moderate
Harm or Extreme Harm. An explanation of these terms is given below the "tick" boxes . You then
have to select the appropriate row for the Fire Hazard selected and the appropriate column for the
Potential Consequences selected in the matrix. The "risk phrase" appropriate for your premises will
be in the box intersected by the row and column chosen.
You should then repeat this risk phrase in the declaration below, date and sign.
This assessment should be repeated following completion of the Action Plan, and after the first and
second reviews.
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Fire Fighting Equipment
You can determine the types of extinguishers you require by referencing the following table :

Fire
Extinguisher
Colour

n
A
fi

-

~

Type

E~tinguisher Chart

Type_of Fire
Solids
(wood, Flammable Flammable Electrical Cooking
Oils &
paper ,
Liquids
Gases
Equipment
Fats
cloth, etc)

~
Foam

No

Yes

No

~

~

Yes

Yes

No

~

~

~

Yes

Yes

Yes

0

No

Yes

0

Dangerous if
used on
'liquid fires'
or live
electricity.
Not practical
for home
use.

No

Yes
Safe use up
to 1000v.

Yes

No
~

0

Special
Notes

Yes

Safe on high
and low
voltages.

Yes

Generally speaking, fire extinguishers should be sited near to final exits and be available on each
floor.
You should have a fire blanket if you have a cooker or hotplate facilities.
All staff should at least be familiar with the location and basic operating procedures of your
extinguishers, in case they need to use it. Key staff should be provided with more comprehensive
training.
Electricity
Examples of electrical hazards include items stored too close to electrical supply equipment,
unsafe equipment, damaged sockets & switches , unsafe routing of cables, etc.
Gas
Examples of gas hazards include combustible items blocking off ventilation panels or stored too
near appliances , etc.
General
The "Responsible Person" is typically the most senior person in charge of the premises.
When choosing an Assembly Point, ensure that staff will be far enough away from the premises to
ensure safety and not hinder the Fire & Rescue Services . You should also ensure that it can be
safely reached, i.e. staff do not have to cross a busy road, etc.
"Fire Action" posters should be positioned adjacent to fire call-points (or each exit) and in
staffrooms, notice boards, etc.

~ave

you made a record of what you have tound , and action you
have laken?

...0 ~ve you found anythll1g that could sta rt a fire ?
V Make

a note of it.

~: you discussed the plan with all staff?

- / you planned what everyone will do It there IS a fire?

N

.

Have you found anyth ing that could burn?

Make a note of It.

o all \()

)oI8ve you iden tified?
It'Who could be at fisk?
Who could be especially at risk?

o

Make a note of what you neve found.
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n ~med and trained people (practised a fire drill

~
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and recorded
oW 'I went)?
inated staff to put In place your tire prevention measures.
nd Irarned them?
e sure everyone can fUlfil their role?
I ormed temporary slaff? N
Consulted ot hers who share a building wtth you , and Included
1I1em In your plan?

~

you assessed the nsks of fire in your workplace?
V"'ave you assessed the risk to staff and VIsitors?

~ve you kept any source ot fuel and heat/sparks apart?

11 someone wanted to start a fire deliberately, is there anything
_
..around they could use?
you removed
fuel an arsonist could use?
~ Have you protected you
rmses !rom acc idental fire or arson?

o~

w can you make sure everyone is safe in <:sse ot fire?
'ilIill you know there IS a fire?
Do you have a plan to warn others?
/ Who will make sure everyone gets out ?
~hO will call the fire service?
U ld you put out a small fire quickly and stop It spreading?

~

~

ow will everyone escape?
ve you planned escape routes?
ve you made sure people will be able to sately find their way
ut, even at night if necessary?
~es all your safety equiprnent wOl1<?
~II people know what to do and how 10 use equIpment?

]i
vJlI

Make a note of what you have found.

i PI

~veyou?

~Made any changes 10 Ihe buudinq InSide or oul?

o Had f~e or near miss? NC
o anged work practices?

~e
~ave

~ YOU ?

'

gun to store chemicals or dangerous substances?
¥ 'J'!:lnificantly changed your stock, or stock levels ?
't,YHave you planned your ne xt tire dnll?

FIRE EVACUATION PLAN

Written by:

Date:

Jib5iJ3

Company:
Premises or location:

1.

Fire Procedure

o

Separate documentation Refers:
Document Reference:

If no separate Document, State your Fire Evacuation Procedure here

__SCilNo

2.

A-l

ARm

Alarm System
Method of Raising the Alann
Tick all that aoolv
Verbal
Hand Cranked Bell
Linked Smoke/Heat Detectors with
built in sounders (No Alarm Panel)
Manual Break Glass Call Points
Alarm Panel Linked to Monitoring
Facility
Phone Link monitored by BT
RedCare system or similar

[]
[]

o

[]

o
o

Air hom or EQuivalent
Battery Smoke Detection
Detectors linked to Alarm Panel with
built in/stacked Sounders
Separate Sounders
Alarm Panel linked direct to Fire
Service

Regular Checks
Describe tully the regular checks that are for each item of installed equipment.

o
D

FIRE EVACUATION PLAN

2. Alarm System
Maintenance Arrangements
Describe fully the arrangements in place for each item of installed equipment.

~
3.

qre

babD

Escape routes

A layout drawing may be used or cross referenced here.

Indicate how escape routes are identified.

Regular Checks
Specify the regular checks undertaken to ensure that all escape routes are kept clear

FIRE EVACUATION PLAN

4. Si na e
List the types of signage used and if multilingual
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_
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Regular Checks
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FIRE EVACUATION PLAN

5. Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPS)
Identify individuals who have had PEEPS developed for them and the PEEP reference
Name

PEEP

.. I

..........

1\1

r-t

Names of assistants and specialist equipment as necessary

~
Regular Checks

6. Emergency Lighting
Types of lighting
Tick all that apply
Hand Held Torch
Non-Maintained Luminaries
Common Battery Backed Up
Generator, Automatic Start

Maintained Luminaries
Individual Battery Backed Up
Generator, Manual Start

[A"

[J

0

[]

FIRE EVACUATION PLAN

6. Emergency Ughting
Regular Checks

~
Maintenance Arrangements

7. Fire and Final exit Doors
Fire doors
Tick each that applv
30 min Fire Doors
120 min Fire Doors
External Self Closers
Automatic ClosersTriggered by Alarm
System Signal

Regular Checks

60 min Fire Doors
io'Other Fire Doors
[I; Internal Self Closers
..... Automatic ClosersTriggered by Alarm
System Sounders e.g. Dorguard

"

I'~

......

v

FIRE EVACUATION PLAN

7. Fire and Final Exit Doors
Maintenance Arrangements

--------~C~l-UdiL-/"------'--.

Final Exit Doors
Tick each that apply
Push Bar to Open
Security Locked with Alarm System
Signal Release

]

D

Other (Specify below)
Other Details -

Push Paddle Openers
Twist-Lock

]

Regular Checks
.\

I

I'

J)

:J

j

,

\
/

Maintenance Arrangements

_

.

FIRE EVACUATION PLAN

8. Means ofFlghtlnjl a Fire
Fire Fighting Equipment
Tick each tvDe of f~ fighting appliance or sYJi~m available
Portable Extinguishers
'12r Hose Reels (Manual)
Hose Reels (Automatic)
0 Sprinkler System (Alarm System
Activated)
Sprinkler System (Break Glass Bulb
D Gas Flooding (CO2)
Activated)
Gas Flooding (HCFCj
[]
Other Specify below)
Other Details:

Regular Checks
I

~

n'
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Maintenance Arrangements

as nbcLe,
9.

~

Assembly Point

Identify the location of the assembly point
[\
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FIRE EVACUATION-PLAN.

10. Head Count/Roll Can
Person Responsible for head count/roll call and assigned assembly point
Assembly Point

Name

lS{JIIUII

,or

PAUl

Head count/roll call list and visitorbook

Held by or at

Head count/roll call list

.

(Hit:

~

lPC: 1 ~ .;tl(

Risk Control Certificate
("' NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
COUNTY COUNCIL

NFU Mutual

03 JUL 2013
GROWTH MANAGEMENT

This is to certify that

Fox's Pallets Ltd
has confirmed that they have met the Requirements of the
Risk Improvement Report under Policy Number

080X3519841
for their premises located at
Glebe Farm, Rothwell Road, Kettering, Northamptonshire,

NN168XF
Signed on behalf of

NFU Mutual

Signed:

)~ '}~
Stever Bower
CustomerServices Director
The National Fanners Union Mutual Insurance Society Limited

Date: 16 May 2013

NFU Mutual is The National Farmers Union Mutual Insurance Society Limited
(No. 111982). Registered in England.
Registered Office: TIddington Road, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire, CV37 781.
A member of the NFU Mutual group of companies.
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